
Hunting the Gene

Horizontal
gene transfer

In eukaryotes, the generation of novel genetic
combinations is associated with reproduction

This is not the case with eukaryotes, which can take up DNA from
the environment and transfer genes directly from cell to cell

The product is just a modified form of one of the participants

Transduction (phage-mediated
transfer of DNA)

Generalised transduction

Can potentially transfer any region of
bacterial chromosome (hence generalised)

After a phage infects a bacterium, the
phage chromosome is replicated and
packaged into phage particles

At low frequency (~10^-4) a
fragment of bacterial
chromosome may be
packaged into a phage particle

Before assembly of new phage, all
the DNA in the cell is chewed up

For self-assembly to occur, the
bits of DNA need to be the right
size (same size as phage DNA)

Therefore, most phage will have
P1 DNA. But if some bits of lysed
bacterial DNA have the right size,
then they might be incorporated

When this fragment is injected into the next victim, the bacterium survive
and may incorporate the new DNA into its chromosome by recombination

Discovered 1965, Ikeda and Tomizawa working with the phage P1

Specialised transduction

Related, but only involves a very limited sub-set of host genes

Mediated by a phage such as
lambda , which, after infecting the cell,
must chose one of two pathways

Lytic - immediately produces
new phage particles and kills
the host

Lysogenic

phage chromosome is integrated
into bacterial chromosome

By site specific recombination between
attP on [hage and attB on E. Coli

V. stable relationship, can stay dormant in
that phage for thousands of generations

If lysogen is induced (e.g.: UV light) the
phage genome excises from the bacterial
chromosomes and initiates a lytic cycle

If it takes the lysogenic pathway, excision from the
chromosome is usually a very precise process

However, at low frequency, imprecise excision causes genes which were adjacent to
attB to be incorporated into the phage genome, and some phage genes are left behind

This can be packaged into a phage head and delivered to a new bacterial host

Can integrate into the new chromosome by...

Recombination

Insertion of the whole defective phage with the
assistance of a helper phage [can't do it by itself,
caus' hasn't got the complete set of genes]

[Of course, the gene to be transferred needs to be adjacent to the insertion region]

Conjugation (transfer via
direct cell-to-cell contact)

Bacteria contain a chromosome which carreis genes essentail for growth and reproduction

Many also carry accessory
information on plasmids

Autonomously replication circles of DNA
and separate from the chromosome

Could code antibiotic resistance, ability to
grown on weird carbon source, etc...

Major clinical problem [transfer antibiotic resistance, etc...]

Larger plasmids are often able to transfer by
conjugation (because direct contact between bacteria)

The best characterised plasmid
is F (the fertility factor), about
1/3 of which codes for
replication related stuff

F just replicates in the cytoplasm

F pilli promote cell-to-cell contact
(DNA does NOT go down these)

These depolymerise and come closer to each other

A cytoplasmic bridge is formed in between the two cells

F plasmid is then copied by rolling-circle
replication and enters the new cell

Some conjugative plasmids, known as R-factors, carry
antibiotic reistance genes and have been largely
responsible for the spread of multiple antibiotic resistance

In some E. Coli, F has integrated
directly into the chromosome -
known as Hfr strains

Still capable of cell-to-cell transfer, but
the whole chromosome is replicated

Tranfering the whole
chromosome takes 100s, though

The bridge is not so good, so can't all
be transferred - usually only 2 genes

These played an important role in
the early days of E. Coli genetics

Small bit of chromosome sometimes
integrated into F to make F'

This is then carried into daughter cell

In other words, any gene can be
put on a plasmid and made mobile

Transformation (DNA uptake
from the environment)

Many bacteria posses the ability to do
this, and incorporate it by recombination

Discovered in 1928 by Griffith, and in
1944, Avery showed that it was DNA

Unlikely that it is of widespread
importance as a mechanism of
bacterial DNA transfer

Many bacteria (including E. Coli)
are not readily transformable

DNA isn't likely to persist for long
periods of time floating around

Even if taken up, DNA must run the
gauntlet of host restriction endonucleases

In the lab, however, it helps

e.g.: E. coli treated with Calcium
chloride take up DNA relatively well

Introduction

Mendel carried out his experiments
between 1856 and 1870

Discovery of the structure of DNA was in 1952

Mendel's experiments

Introduction

The first to use true-breeding
strains as parents

First to quantify his results

Chose to study simple, well-defined
character variations ( phenotypes )

Experiments

Cross two pure-breeding individuals,
each with different characteristics

See which comes out

That's dominant

Do the reciprocal cross
If same, not sex linked

Self the F2 generation

In the F2 of the recessive type,
all are pure breeding

In the F2 of the dominant type, 1:2
of pure breeding:peas from F1

Hypothesis

Hereditary determinants ( genes)
are particular in nature - no
blending of phenotypes

Demonstrated by
re-emergence of white in F2

Each adult plant carries two
genes for each character

In a true-breeding organism,
these are identical

In the F1, two forms of the
gene (allele) are present

the dominant one is expressed

The recessive one isn't

Thus, he F1 provides a
functional definition of
dominance

This must be, because even the dominant individual must
have had some recessivity in it if it re-emerged later

Genotype, interpreted by dominance
relationship, becomes phenotype

The members of a gene pair segregate
equally into gametes (sex cells), each of
which carries one member of each gene pair

If each carried more than one, determinants
would increase through the generations

The union of gametes which leads to the formation
of a new individual is independent of which
member of the gene pair is present, and random

Born out by two-character crosses

Test
A back-cross with the original recessive parent

Reveals what's in the offspring

Genes interactions

Effect of genes is influenced by that of others.
Phenotype then influenced by this and environment

One of them is a dominance relationship

Another is epistasy

The effect of one gene is masked by that of another

For example, no head is epistatic to white eyes

Lots of this is seen in metabolic pahtways

Coat colour in mammals

Studied in mice extensively

Series of genes influencing (1) presence or abscence of pigment (2) type
of pigment (3) distribution of pigment (a) over body (b) in individual hair

Lots of complex interactions

Some will never appear (e.g.: Ay Ay in mice -
lethal yellow) because they are lethal

Some will have dilution effects

Some will be temperature sensitive, either because production of temp
sensitive protein (ch in mice) or gene expression is temp sensitive

Cytoplasmic
inheritance

Mendel's rules apply only to nuclear genes

But cells also contains DNA in
organelles - cytoplasmic genes

In humans, nuclear genome is 3 * 10^9 bp

Mitochondiral genome is 3 * 10^4 bp

In 1910, Correns examined
variagated Mirabilis Jalapa

Possible
phenotypes were

Green
Chloroplast contain chlorophyl

White
Chloroplasts don't contain chlorophyl

Variagated

Mix

The possible egg types -
depends on what part of the
plant was used for meiosis

All no chlorophyll

All chlorophyll

Mix

In suhc a case, the egg
contains all the mitochondria,
while the pollen contains none

Therefore, the offspring is entirely
determined by the female

Eventually, variagated cells differentiate after many
mitoseses - this is why we see "plaques" on the plants

Also, petite
mutants of yeast

See practicals

Prokaryotes

Usually haploid and no meiosis

Absence of a sexual cycle makes the
crosses we've seen so far harder

Modified experimental techniques can do it

Bacteriophages

Viruses which infect bacteria

Coat of protein with genetic material inside

Phage will contain about 50 genes

Lifecycle

Attaches to bacterial cell and injects genetic
material to victim (protein coat remains outside)

Genetic material directs the
replication of the phage
chromosome and the synthesis
of new phage coat

New particles are spontaneously
self-assembled in the bacterium

The cell is lysed, and the new phage are released

Proof that protein
doesn't carry the code

Label phosphorous in one exp.,
sulphur in the other

Allow injection

Blast with ultrasound

See what's left

Benzer's experiments

rII locus - rapid lysis

If mutations at this locus

Infect and lyse E. Coli B (large plaques - better than normal)

Can't lyse E. Coli K(LAMBDA)

Experiments

Double infection on E. Coli B cell

Two mutants are crossed

Wild-type recombinants can be
detected at 0.0001% frequency

Done by infecting E. Coli K
(LAMBDA) with the lysate

Shows that gene is not a
discrete unit

Before, used to be thought that
mutation mapped to unique
chromosomal loci and behaved
in a mendelian manner

Showed that no; crossing over occurs in genes

Found that minimum
recombination frequency was
0.01% - genetic couterpart of
the base pair

Also, to find how many genes
were contained, did
complementation test

Invert E. Coli K (LAMBDA) with
two different mutants

Will only form plaques if
mutations on different genes

Complement each other

Fighting back

Bacteria can fight back using
restriction endonucleases

These recognise specific base sequences within the phage
and introduce double-strand breaks that destroy its activity

Type II restriction enzymes usually
have sequences that are palindromic

Bacteria which produce them encode a
sequence-specific methylase which chemically
modifies one base-pair within the recognition sequence

This makes it immune to the restriction enzyme

The phage might have picked up a
methylase from a previous host, though

And at the end of the day, the sheer
number of phage () overcomes the bacteria

Recessive alleles

Could de-activate a
protein as follows

Either somehow prevent the
production of the enzyme (regulatory
sequence, nonsense mutation)

Or code for an inhibitor
[unlikely - involves a code]

Modify bp at active site

Corrupt formation of cofactor

Do not usually exist at high frequencies unless they confer
some kind of genetic advantage (e.g.: cystic fibrosis)

The physical
nature of the gene

Mendel said nothing about the physical nature

Sutton and Boveri in 1903 independently advanced the
hypothesis that genes are carried on chromosomes

Sutton examined the behaviour
of chromosomes undergoing
meisosi and concluded that

Before meiosis, the total chromosome composition
is made up of two equivalent chromosome series,
one paternal and one maternal

Each chromosome pair retains individuality
throughout division

During meiosis, the maternal and
paternal members come together

One homologue of each pair enters each gamete

Each pair is distributed between the gametes
independently of other pairs

This directly parallels
Mendel's hypotheses

Genes come in pairs

Members segregate into gametes

Different gametes are inherited independently

Source of variability

Independent assortment of
gametes into cells

Intrachromosomal
recombination

Mendel Revisited

Linkage and recombination

Inbuilt paradox - genes segregate independently,
but there are only 23 independently segregating
chromosomes - so only 23 genes?

1905 - 1908 - Bateson and Punnet

Pollen shape and floewr colour

Not inherited independently

Parental combinations stayed
more often than expected

Solution

Morgan showed that in drosophila, purple
eyes and vestigial wings were linked

Janssens noticed that non-siter chromatids
appear to cross each other in meiosis

Morgan realised that this was intra-chromosomal
recombination, which would have let to the above

Chromosome mapping

Assume that chiasmata formation can
occur anywhere along the length

Therefore, P(crossover) is proportional
to distance between markers

Can work out recombination frequency
from (Recombinants / [Total])

These units
don't add up

If two crossover occur between two markers, the
second may restore the parental combination and
be scored as a parental type

However, two markers in between those two might
still be scored as recombinants

Problem when mapping using
markers that are far apart

Maximum recombination frequency

Is 50%

If two two chromosomes, 0.5 chance of recombination

Otherwise, maximum MEAN recomb. frequency
is 50% - crosses could occur with the other
strands of the four-stranded complex

Problems

Assume

Chromosome is linear

Crossing over
occurs randomly

Less near centromere

Crossing over at one point
decreases the probability of a
second cross there

Therefore, this isn't a direct reflection of the physical distance

Useful to have the order, though

Note that corssing over can occur within genes (see Benzer experiments)

Cytological significance
Each linkage group represents one chromosome

Sex-linked genes

Morgan isolated a white-eyed mutant of drosophila in
which recpirocal crosses did not yield identical results

The gene lies on the X chromosome rather than the Y

More male sufferers than female

Examples

Duchene muscular dystrophy

Red/green colour blindness

Haemophaelia

Dominance relationships

Those that Mendel studied showed complete dominance

CODOMINANCE = no dominance at all

INCOMPLETE DOMINANCE = new phenotype

Dominance relationship may differ
depending on the aspect of the
phenotype. e.g.: Sickle cell aenemia

Healthy gene is dominant for expression of symptoms

There are, however, some sickle cells in low
oxygen concentration. Therefore, imcomplete
dominance for cell morphology

Both haemoglobin variants can be identified
(codominance for protein expression )

Haploid organisms

Everything has a haploid and a diploid phase.
The only difference is which lasts longer

For most of their life-cycle here,
the gametes exist

Using haploid organisms makes things simpler, because
there's no dominance relationship

They usually replicate faster

Which means we have a large progeny, and therefore have
a possiblity of fine structure mapping - even genes with low
recombination frequencies will be spotted

The four products of a meiosis can usually be
isolated as a tetrad, which makes things easier

Bacterial plasmids

R and F are low-copy number, large plasmids

Subsequently, multi-copy plasmids have stolen the limelight

Exist at 40-60 identical copies per cell

Cohen and Boyer managed to make hybrid
plasmids using restriction enzymes

Opened the possibility of inserting an animal gene
into a bacteria and amplifying millions of times

Plasmid cloning vectors

Must have a replication rigin

A selectable marker is important to check
for a successful transformation

Extremely useful if the insertion of the fragment disrupts
a gene and produces a recognisable genotype

E.g. in pBR322, inserts into
tetracycline resistance gene

Phage cloning vectors

Plasmids OK for up to 10 kb insert - plasmids
above 20 kb and v. hard to transform

Vectors based on phage have been developed

Either put the engenireed phage
DNA straight back into the cell

Or into phage which can then infect

LAMBDA have been used

Gene libraries

Collection of cloned DNA fragments which represent,
as well as possible, the whole of the genome

Partially digest genome

Isolates fragments of a certain length

Should contain representatives of all genome

Larger cloning vectors

Cosmids

Hybrids between plasmid and phage

Plamid derived, but specific site
allowing it to be packaged into protein

Artiificial bacterial
chromosomes

BACS (100 kb or more)

YACS (yeast artifical chromosomes)

Trying to make mammalian artifical chromosomes

Types of crosses

Single character
autosomal

Pure breeding recesive w/ pure breeding dominant
F1

100% dominant

F1 backcrossed with parent
1:1 dominant and recessive

F1 selfed

3:1 dominant:recessive

Of the dominant ones, 2:1 pure-breeding:not

All recessive ones pure breeding

Two-character
autosomal

Pure breeding w/ pure breeding
F1

100% dominant

F1 selfed
9:3:3:1 ratio

This is all assuming no linkage

Sex linked
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